**Alternate configurations may use Incom 4L4 fusial thrust engines.**

---

**Front View**

- Cargo Compartment
- Krupx MG7 Proton Torpedo Launcher (2)
- Incom 4L4 Fusial Thrust Engine (4)*
- **S-Foil Servo Actuator**

**Side View**

- Laser Cannon
- Laser Tip
- Astromech Droid
- Krupx MG7 Proton Torpedo Launcher (2)
- Cargo Compartment
- Flashback Suppressor
- **S-Foil Wing Assembly**
  (extended for combat, closed for cruising speed)
- Incom 4L4 Fusial Thrust Engine (4)*

**Top View**

- Taim & Bak KX9 Laser Cannon (4)
- Laser Tip
- Incom 4L4 Fusial Thrust Engine (4)*
- Transparisteel Canopy
- Nose Cone
- Sensor Window**
- Novaldex 04-Z Power Generator
- Deflector Shield Generator
- Incom 4L4 Fusial Thrust Engine (4)*

**Rear View**

- **S-Foil Servo Actuator**
- Cargo Compartment

---

**Notes:**

- Alternate configurations may use Incom 4L4 fusial thrust engines.
- **Houses Carbanti Transceiver Package with Fabritech ANS-5d "lock track" full-spectrum transceiver, Melihat "Multi Imager" dedicated energy receptor, Tanaire electro-photo receptor and Fabritech ANq 3.6 sensor computer. Alternate configuration typically combines long range Fabritech ANS-5d units with long range PTDA #PA-9r unit and short range PTAG #PG-7u unit.